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About AEDP

AEDP actively positions and promotes commercial spaces and economic
opportunities in the City of Alexandria, Virginia and operates as the City’s primary
engine for economic development.

About humble impact

humble impact is a nonprofit that shepherds and serves as a platform for
sustainable and scalable businesses. To educate, accelerate, and invest in top
women, veteran, and minority talent; generate sales, build teams, develop
strategic partners, and deliver measurable outcomes faster through purposeful
curriculum, in-market testing, impactful mentors, developed networks, and access
to key resources through startups.

BOOST Alexandria

BOOST Alexandria is a business acceleration program sponsored by the AEDP,
in partnership with humble impact, that uses proven accelerator models and
curriculum to help startups form, scale, and grow for the purpose of fostering
business development and creating economic resiliency in Alexandria, Virginia.

the partnership

humble impact was chosen to partner with AEDP to create Alexandria's first
business acceleration program based on their mission to serve communities who
believe that economic development in growing ecosystems is the cornerstone of
community resilience. As an organization, they provide personalized acceleration
programs for federal, state, and local governments as well as non-governmental
organizations and foundations seeking a better philanthropic connection to people
with problems worth solving.

humble impact staff (3)

Ray Crowell - CEO
Harry Alford - Managing Director, Corporate and Investor Relations
Mary Iafelice - Managing Director, Client Interactions

Date of Inception

Summer 2016

Website/Social Media

Website: humbleimpact.org
Twitter: @humbleventures
Blog: medium.com/humble-ventures

Media Contacts

For questions, comments, and interviews regarding BOOST Alexandria; its goals
and intended impact on the economic development of the City of Alexandria,
Virginia, please contact:
Stephanie Landrum
AEDP President & CEO
landrum@alexecon.org | 703.739.3820
For media inquiries, fact sheets, and press releases about
Alexandria BOOST or AEDP, please contact:
Cynthia Chin
AEDP Manager of Marketing & Communications
chin@alexecon.org | 703.652.5375

